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Mark Sharman: The Untold Side of Covid Narrative
It is becoming clearer day by day that the
pandemic response is causing more damage
and suffering than the disease it is supposed
to stop. Nonetheless, virtually all of the
major Western media outlets are choosing to
dismiss or censor evidence that contradicts
the official narrative. Perhaps the most
heartbreaking part is that people who were
deceived into taking the Covid shots and
who got severely injured or died as a result
are being labeled as “spreaders of vaccine
misinformation.” 

In this interview with The New America, Mark Sharman, a long-time top media executive in the U.K.,
shares his perspective on the degradation of the mainstream media, which should serve as the key
means of mass communication and information, into governments’ mouthpieces. Such troubling shifts in
reporting, combined with a growing body of clinical evidence of the harms caused by pandemic
measures, most notably mass vaccinations, prompted Mr. Sharman to produce the film Safe and
Effective: A Second Opinion. 

The film is available for free at Oracle Films

To follow Mr. Sharman on Substack, please click here.

https://www.oraclefilms.com/
https://uncut.substack.com/
https://thenewamerican.com/author/veronika-kyrylenko/?utm_source=_pdf
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.

Subscribe

What's Included?
24 Issues Per Year
Optional Print Edition
Digital Edition Access
Exclusive Subscriber Content
Audio provided for all articles
Unlimited access to past issues
Coming Soon! Ad FREE
60-Day money back guarantee!
Cancel anytime.
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